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     This research examines the question of whether a

nonpartisan redistricting commission is capable of creating

more partisan-neutral electoral districts in the State of

Michigan. For decades, Republicans in Michigan used partisan

gerrymandering to manipulate the boundaries of electoral

districts to maintain control of the state legislature.  In 2018,

Michigan voters adopted a ballot initiative that amended the

state constitution to create the Michigan Independent Citizens

Redistricting Commission. The Commission was tasked with

creating a partisan-neutral electoral map that would first be

used in the 2022 midterm elections.

     

   I hypothesized that due to the redistricting done by the

Redistricting Commission, Michigan’s state Senate, and House

would flip to Democratic control.  In November 2022, the

results of the midterm elections in Michigan proved my

hypotheses to be correct. 
  

 

Hypothesis One: Due to the redistricting done by Michigan's

Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission, the state

House of Representatives will change to Democratic control

for the first time in 14 years.

Hypothesis Two: Due to the redistricting done by Michigan's

Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission, Michigan's

state Senate will change to Democratic control for the first

time in more than 30 years.
 

The independent variable was defined as the new

districts created by the Redistricting Commission and

was measured by the new districts and the new

methods used to reach the redrawn Michigan

electoral map.

The dependent variable was defined as the results of

Michigan’s 2022 midterm elections and was

measured using state election data compared to the

previous election cycle.

Data from the 2022, 2020, and 2018 Midterm

elections were organized in table form and then cut

down for analysis. 

The change in partisanship was recorded as Flipped

Red, Flipped Blue, Remained Red, and Remained Blue

House: 37 seats remained Republican (33.6%), 35

seats remained Democratic (31.8%), 17 seats

flipped into Republican control (15.5%), and 21

seats flipped into Democratic control (19.1%).

Combined, the 2022 election resulted in 56 seats

in Democratic control, while Republicans

controlled 54 seats.

Senate: 14 seats remained in Republican control

(36.8%), and 4 seats were flipped into Republican

control (10.5%). Democrats maintained control of

12 seats (31.6%), and 8 seats were flipped into

Democrat control (21.1%).  




